The fluid flow in cylinder-cone rotor-seal system is investigated. Mathematical model of three dimensional enforced and shear flow of viscosity incompressible fluid in the gap between cylinder rotor and cone stator is produced. The dimensional analysis of model is carried out. The velocity and pressure fields, leakage are presented as result, which are calculated by control volume approach.
Introduction
Modeling of the fluid flow in the gap of rotor-stator system is the applied problem of hydrodynamics. In this paper we study hydrodynamic groove seals, which are assigned for rotor of compression pump closure, for example. Groove seals advantages are simplicity, dependability and reliability. Seals construction is resemble with journal bearings, that's why they may be used like complementary bearings [1] . As a result it is necessary to calculate the velocity and pressure fields, and theirs integral characteristic such as leakage through the gap, load-carrying capability and shear torque.
In spite of construction simplicity, the groove seal modeling is very intricate problem. Basically, the three-dimensional fluid flow in the gap between axle and groove seal can be described by Navier-Stokes equation solved together with continuity equation. These equations have no analytical solution in case of nonsymmetrical flow region. Also, the Navier-Stokes equation is nonlinear because of quadratic inertia components.
Using dimensional analysis, it is possible some times to simplify basic model as it is done in squeeze film analysis for example. As the result of stated below dimensional analysis research of fluid flow in the cone seal, basic model cant be simplified, except cases of very low conicity. See the for a more complete discussion of dimensional analysis research.
The literature review shows that theoretical analysis of fluid flow in cone seal is insufficient in opposite to squeeze film flow in regions with small constant gap, such as cylindrical and conical bearings.
Definition of problem
Three-dimensional flow of viscosity incompressible fluid in the gap, which is represented on figure 1 , is investigated. The gap is formed by cylinder rotor and cone stator. Cylinder with radius r, cone with radiuses R 1 and R 2 respectively, L is length of seal. h 01 and h 02 are middle value of radial gap, is a conicity parameter. Cylinder is rotates with constant tangential velocity , cone is fixed. The fluid is fill up the gap fully and flows at the expense of the pressure drop P along axial direction in confuser.
Navier-Stokes and continuity are base equations, which are described investigated process. In cylindrical coordinate system dimensionless equations have the appearance: 
-dimensionless coefficients formed by similarity parameters. Boundary conditions for velocity on cylinder and cone surface and on seal butts are presented:
where functions of outer and inner boundary are:
Boundary conditions for pressure:
There is a periodic condition for each unknown function:
As the result, mathematical model, which is described investigated process, are presented by (1)-(4). The dimensional analysis was carried out, order of equations system terms are presented in table 1. Sequent summaries were obtained on the basis of the dimensional analysis:
For small conicity (10 -3 ): -with such value of Re>10 0 inertia terms provides a considerable contribution; -inertia terms rank over viscosity terms with such fully developed turbulence, what are confirmed in article [1] ; -Reynolds assumption [2] about negligible of normal velocity component and partial derivatives of velocity by tangential and axel coordinates are reasonable. For value of conicity more than 10 -3 : -inertia terms is negligible with small Reynolds number (Re<<10 0 ) like small conicity; -normal velocity component and derivate of pressure by fluid layer thickness provide a considerable contribution. As theresult, Reynolds assumption for investigated object is not reasonable and base equations are getting difficult to calculate.
Nonlinear equation system (1) was linearized by Newton approach:
where:
-vector of function increments on s+1 iteration;
matrix of coefficients in front of unknown increments. The discrete analog of system (1) was obtained by integration of each equation by control volumes.
Example of two-dimensional flow calculation
Two-dimensional enforced flow between two stationary planes ( fig.2) is discussed as example. The top plane is obliquity by angle to bottom plane. As the result, discrete analog of system (6) for calculate increments have the appearance: Velocity and pressure field are presented as a result. On fig.4 vector field of velocity are presented. In case =8 10 -6 velocity have a parabolic law along thickness of the channel and constant along length, that case conforms to Poiseuille flow. With increasing of conicity normal velocity is being significant. There is a maximum value of velocity on the end of channel. a) b) Fig. 4 . Vector field of velocity for different conicity: a -=8 10 -6 ; b -=0,08 Fig.5a is presented the relation of pressure from length of channel in dimensional form, which was calculated by finite volume approach and by finite elements (Ansys). Deviate of result amounts to less than 2%. On fig.5b pressure is calculated by control volume method (CVM) and finite elements method (FEM) and compared with exact solution in case =0 [4] . It was developed that results by CVM have a best conform that results by FEM, Therewith, sufficient result can be received on crude mesh by control volume method. As the result, computing error dimension is no more than 2%. Studying fluid flow in the cone seal with conicity >10 -3 and Reynolds number Re>10 0 , the following conclusions were obtained: it is necessary to account inertia forces; in cases of flat fluid flow between two nonparallel walls the velocity vector normal component is significant, besides the velocity value maximum fit on confusor's end; derived results was compare with asymptotic analytical solution, the result of comparison has prove the model adequacy.
